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Animation with Scripting for Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	The definitive guide to creating animation for the web and mobile devices with top animation designer Chris Georgenes and designer/developer Justin Putney. They reveal how to create and successfully animate characters in Adobe Flash Professional CS5 and how to push the limits of timeline animation with stunning visual effects using...
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Raspberry Pi User GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The essential guide to getting started with the Raspberry Pi ®


	The Raspberry Pi has been a success beyond the dream of its creators. Their goal, to encourage a new generation of computer programmers who understand how computers work, is well under way.


	Raspberry Pi User Guide 2e is the newest edition of the runaway...
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Hands-On Guide to Windows MediaFocal Press, 2005
Hands-On Guide to Windows Media is a practical guide that teaches how to distribute audio and video efficiently and effectively over computer networks. 

This book enables you to get up and running quickly and focuses on one of the most popular tools in the streaming media universe, Windows Media. This book will help you to understand the...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	Launched on October 23, 2001, the iPod has become the icon of the decade.
	You don’t need much imagination to see why. Imagine no longer needing
	to take CDs or DVDs with you when you travel — your favorite music and
	videos fit right in your pocket and you can leave your precious content library
	at home. With the iPhone and...
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Java Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2008
 All true craftsmen need the best tools to do their finest work, and programmers are no different. Java Power Tools delivers 30 open source tools designed to improve the development practices of Java developers in any size team or organization. Each chapter includes a series of short articles...
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Professional Apache Geronimo (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Geronimo is a popular production-grade Open Source J2EE 1.4 certified server available free of charge. It is the only server of its kind licensed under the Apache Software License 2.0, allowing free adaptation and modification for commercial or non-commercial use. The server is well-supported internationally by a large base of users, developers,...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too … With a new kernel, a new interface, and loads of new multimedia and connectivity features, Windows XP is the most significant Windows upgrade since Windows 95. Written by renowned Windows guru Alan Simpson, this soup-to-nuts guide is just what you need to master XP, whether you want to customize...
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MySQL in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2008
When you need to find the right SQL keyword or MySQL client command-line option right away, turn to this convenient reference, known for the same speed and flexibility as the system it covers so thoroughly. MySQL is packed with so many capabilities that the odds of remembering a particular function or statement at the right moment are pretty slim....
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A Basic English GrammarOxford University Press, 1984
Grammar reference in a clear, handy format. 

A large-format book containing all the grammar from "A Basic English Grammar", and most of the exercises from "BEG: Exercises" together with some new ones, all integrated into the relevant grammar sections. The book has a key and is designed for self-study, resource centres...
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Quicken 2009 The Official Guide (Quicken Press)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Official Guide to the #1 Personal Finance Software
Now you can manage your finances and assets with ease! Quicken 2009: The Official Guide is filled with insider tips and expert techniques for tracking your income, expenses, savings, transactions, investments, and much more. 

Fully endorsed by Intuit,...
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SEO: Search Engine Optimization BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Detailed, practical guide to increasing your Web traffic through better search results
Wonder how some companies pop up high in search engine rankings? It's all about search appeal. Master the strategies, techniques, and shortcuts in this detailed guide and you can improve your Web site's search rankings and drive the targeted traffic you want...
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Programming Perl (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
Perl is a powerful interpreted programming language that  has matured steadily since it first appeared in 1988.  The first edition of this book, Programming Perl, hit the shelves in 1990, and was quickly adopted as the  undisputed Bible of the language. Since then, Perl  has grown with the times, and so has this book.  Programming...
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